Know your class; Know your students
your class connection

TM

Teacherpalm is a mobile application which
provides a view of relevant student data which
is customized for an individual teacher. The
data is extracted from the school's Student
Information System (SIS). Each teacher sees
detailed information for the students they teach
as well as limited data about other students
and colleagues at their school.
Student data is presented in a teacher-friendly
interface that keeps important information
up-front and easy to access.
Works on:
iOS (iPhone , iPod touch , iPad ), Android™

Unlike fallible human memory, Teacherpalm
remembers which students are doing well,
and which students need extra attention.

Know all the essential data from Day One
of the school year, and have it on hand at
all times. Easily learn your new student’s
name and face to build strong student
connections.

Don’t get caught without your student data
during an emergency situation. Carry vital
data such as student medical information and
emergency contact numbers with you at all
times. Great for field trips, sporting events,
and other student outings.
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Teacherpalm lets teachers identify and know
their students faster from the beginning of the
school year, and keeps everyone up-to-date
throughout the year as information is
automatically updated and synchronized with
your school’s SIS.
view your class information and teaching
schedule by day, semester, or year
access individual student data by class,
with a user interface designed for teachers
track important student data such as
attendance, and report card grades
store all data on the device so that it's
instantly available - even without internet
access.
share class information with other
educators such as substitute teachers

Telephone: 604 853.5800
Toll-Free: 1 888 569.7711

Teacherpalm knows what data is important to you.

• Sue is in Band right now

• Name and photo

• Jim’s Birthday is tomorrow

• Life-threatening
medical information

• Bob attends my class
the least

• Emergency contacts

• Amy has a life threatening
peanut allergy

• Custody Issues
• Grade and Home Room

• Tom does well in all classes,
and the best in mine

• Suspensions

• I need to call Sam’s parents,
here’s their number

*Use SIS Liberty to specify exactly what data is included
for your class and for the rest of the school.
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Teacherpalm works with almost all Student Information
Systems, and on your iOS (iPhone, iPod touch, iPad), or
Android device.

Gain access to student information during class, or away on a
field trip. Respond quickly to a variety of situations without
having to go back to the office.

You don’t need a data plan or wireless connection to use
Teacherpalm.
*requires SIS Liberty and Provider
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